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Editor^ Page

ô̂
ometimes I wish cave paint-

^^0/ ings were in vogue again. I

know you've seen pictures of those

famous temple cave paintings in

France that are tens of thousands

of years old, the ones that awe
even the most sophisticated Wes-
terner with their power and the

mystical depiction of the hunt. As
it is now, we have to put up with

the nagging reality of nearly always

being misunderstood. Our hunt-

ing videos and magazines without

exception focus on the outcome of

the hunt, which is normally a vivid

picture of a very dead animal lay-

ing at the feet of a disheveled hun-

ter with a ghoulish grin. It doesn't

surprise me that we don't get

much appreciation of the hunting

tradition from non-hunters who
have no experience in reading

between the lines or behind the

pictures.

So, maybe cave paintings are

the answer. To start off, I know
my friendTommy and his brother

Jerry who run a hunt club in

Lunenburg County could create a

magnificent painting of their club-

house. "The Palace," as it's fondly

called, would reach the same great

proportions on a cave wall that it

does in their stories, complete

with the furnishings they are so

proud of, including the wood stove

of unknown origin, the four

different-colored remnants of rug

on the cold cement floor, the

couches that have known many
owners, and the one mattress

wrapped in plastic (to keep the

mice from nesting in it) that rests

against the freshly-painted cinder

block wall. The reality of the sad-

looking three-room shack without

running water and the bare light

bulbs hanging from the ceiling,

with the blankets that serve as cur-

tains for the windows would have

no place in this magnificent crea-

tion of the imagination. Only in

art could the spirit of this pathetic

building that serves as a haven for

men in boots and camouflage and
smelly clothes who weave stories

deep into the night (and snore

through the rest of it) find sub-

stance.

Think of being able to capture

the promise of days marked by
silent watching and waiting. Think
ofbeing able to make someone feel

the alarm that rudely snap dreams
in two at 3:00 a.m. waking you
suddenly to frozen toes in a tent

and the sharp smell of guns and
shells and another hunting day

opening up quietly in the dark

I wonder if a cave painting can

record rain dripping over a hat

onto your nose and the despair of

sitting in the mud watching a life-

less dove field till dark with a shiv-

ering dog by your side. Can a

brush stroke capture the creak of a

boat as you paddle into a marsh
before dawn, or a tired bird dog
still running, or the thoughts of a

hunter puzzling out the site of a

good stand?

Oh, I don't know if all that

could ever be captured—even on a

cave wall in a dark place that is full

of mystery and spirit and the kind

ofgood feelings that free the imag-

ination. But something needs to be

done to help erase the confused

look so many folks who don't

hunt give you when you start

fumbling for words, and all that

seems to come out is stuff like

"management" and "killing isn't

hardly a part of it," and so on. No
wonder they furrow their brows
and shake their heads at us.

A wise friend once told me not

to try to reason with anyone who
was dead set against hunting. He
told me it was better not to waste

reasonable arguments on them,

'cause it just wasn't in them to

understand.

Well, you know, maybe it's not

reason we should be using. After

all, it's a fact that you can't reason

with Tommy and Jerry about the

condition of the Palace.

So, I'm thinking those two

brothers would be just tickled to

buy some paintbrushes tomorrow
and let their imagination loose on
the world.
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Here are some of the secrets of
woodcock hunting that u-ill

get you started on a sport that

may just turn into an obsession.

by Austin Jennings

My
introduction to wood-

cock hunting was a fum-

bling, fitful affair fraught

with bloodied knuckles, sore legs,

wet feet and empty game bags. It's

not surprising that baptism into

hunting this gamebird was such a

ragged-edged ordeal, though. Things

often go that way when you try to

teach yourself how to hunt a new
species from scratch, with no grizzled

mentor to lead the way.

That's exactly what I did with

woodcock—not by choice, but sim-

ply because there weren't any wood-
cock hunters in Virginia 20 years ago

when I took up the sport. Pre-

cious few, anyway. Most Southerners

didn't know a woodcock from a

woodchuck. Those who did typically

mislabeled the birds "snipe" and

bagged them incidentally while hunt-

ing quail. Actually, it's not hard to

understand why woodcock were so

neglected throughout the South dur-

ing the glory days of the bobwhite.

When you could go out and bust up
five or 10 coveys of quail a morning,

who wants to go snooping around in

marshy thickets searching for some
transient, tan and black bird with a

Pinocchio beak?

Well, one fool anyway. In spite of

the lack of a local tradition of pursu-

ing them, the idea had wormed itself

into my head to become a woodcock
hunter. So, drawing from a sketchy

background gleaned from books
about New England shooting, I forged

out, 16 gauge double and pocketful

of No. 8's in tow.

Finding those first birds took more
than a pittance of dues paying

—

stumbling through honeysuckle and
birch thickets, stepping into bog holes

just deeper than my boots, getting

scratched in briar patches. There

were times when I despaired of ever

locating a woodcock, times when I

wondered if perhaps I'd bitten off

too big a challenge, whether I

shouldn't stick with the traditional

quail, rabbits and squirrels.

But on just one such occasion, as I

paused to reflect on my poor luck

and lick the wounds of failure, the

bird was there, flushing suddenly

into the blue October sky. It had
launched itself from the ground
barely 10 feet away. But as the

mottled bird climbed on whistling

winds, swerved through the branches

and disappeared above the sapling

growth, I realized I hadn't even raised

the double, so captivated was I with

the sight and sound of my first

flushed woodcock.

Remembering why I was toting 6!/2

pounds of walnut and steel, I roused

myself and went after the bird. I

found it, too—flushed it twice more
and missed both times! But that

didn't matter. I was, at long last, into

woodcock. Later that same day I

moved three others, bagged a brace

and became totally hooked on this

long-beaked quarry.

Since that initial encounter two

decades ago, pursuing woodcock has

become a consuming passion. The
gangling bird has given me hundreds

of flushes—many in my home
grounds in Virginia, others in areas

with strong, deeply-ingrained tradi-

tions of woodcock hunting such as

the Midwest and Northeast.

Virginia has a very limited number
of resident birds to greet hunters

when seasons open in early Novem-
ber, but most of the woodcock you
find are flight birds heading south

from Canada and the Northeast when
cold snaps freeze the soil, locking out

their supply ofearthworms. The high

pressure systems also usher in strong

northerly tailwinds that help carry

the birds along on their flight to

warmer lands.

The woodcock migration is mostly

a nocturnal phenomenon. Occasion-

ally at dusk, if you are lucky and

observant, you may see them—long-

beaked, short-tailed forms flapping

their way south, silhouetted against a

dying orange sun. By dawn, after tra-

veling maybe a dozen, or perhaps

with strong tailwinds as much as 100

miles, they will be ensconced again in

A uieil-trained bird dog isn't a necessity to successfully hunt woodcocks, but a good dog makes

the hunt a grand and memorable experience; photo by Austin Jennings.
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boggy, labyrinthine thickets of alder

and birch where few people venture.

The flights take the birds through

large swaths of the country—every

state from Texas east—on a migra-

tion that sees the earliest travelers

departing Canadian summering
grounds in September and final

stragglers fluttering into the Deep
South after Christmas. In mild years

some woodcock winter as far north

as the Carolinas and even southern

Virginia. Normally, the bulk of the

birds concentrate in the Gulf Coast

states, where populations in January

and February number in the millions.

With the birds passing through

every state in the eastern half of the

country on their migration, it's clear

that the potential for woodcock
shooting exists over a vast geographi-

cal range. Yet once the birds depart

New England and the Midwest, they

are lightly hunted. In Tennessee, for

example, biologists estimate there are

only 1 ,000 dyed-in-the-wool wood-
cock hunters. Dan Russell, a Ken-
tucky wildlife biologist, says "the

woodcock take in our state is 95 per-

cent incidental to quail hunting." In

Oklahoma less than 1,500 hunters

go out specifically for woodcock.
Virginia has a few more woodcock
aficionados, with 3,500 hunters out

after the long-beaked birds in a typi-

cal year.

When I started pursuing these

brown and tan birds along brush-

choked streams, I became sympa-
thetic as to why woodcock haven't

been discovered by more Southern

hunters. The birds are reclusive to the

extreme. They hide themselves in

heavy, moist cover that's too thick

and mushy for easy walking. And
they are, as their oversized eyes sug-

gest, quite nocturnal.

Originally a shorebird, over the

centuries the woodcock has gradu-

ally shifted its territory inland to the

moist, brushy thickets bordering

streams, cypress gum ponds, spring

seeps and alder swamps. Here the

bird finds soft, easily-penetrated soil

and an abundance of earthworms to

satisfy its tremendous appetite. The
woodcock feeds by inserting its bill

in the ground, where sensitive nerve

Woodcocks give offa strong scent and they aren't prone to flush wild like grouse, thus giving a

good bird dog the ideal game to hunt; photo by Steve MasUnvski.

endings then pick up the delicate

vibrations annelids give off. Once the

prey is located, the bird hops over,

inserts its prehensile bill into the soil,

opens the tip and grabs its hapless

victim. Using this method, wood-
cock can consume over half their

own weight (seven ounces) in earth-

worms in a night's feed.

Woodcock go by many nicknames,

including Labrador twister, bog-

sucker, hokumpake, big-eyed John,

blind snipe and timberdoodle, but

perhaps the most apt designation is

its former scientific one

—

Philohela,

which means, literally, "swamp
lover." This is a precise description

of the woodcock's preference for

soft, loamy soil near water.

But damp earth is only part of the

prescription for woodcock habitat.

Vegetation needs are also specific.

Tree growth must be young and
brushy. A study done by Virginia

Wildlife Biologist W. Hassell Taylor

showed that woodcock were most
abundant in moist bottomland with

brush cover 8 to 15 feet high. Alder

was the favorite species, but black-

berry, beech, dogwood, willow, ash,

birch, sumac, viburnum, honeysuckle

and plum thickets were also used.

Other plant species woodcock favor

include hawthorne, switch cane, wild

crabapple, grape vines, popple, stee-

pletop spirea, and young evergreens.

Clearcut areas that are growing back

and abandoned farm sites can be

excellent places to hunt. But for the

most consistent sport, it's hard to top

damp stream and swamp edges with

young tree growth.

VIRGINIA WILDLIFE



Once you discover a few areas that

hold birds, remember them well.

Until the habitat grows too old, you
should find woodcock there at nearly

the same time every year.

Because of the thick, snaggy cover

woodcock inhabit, clothing for hunt-

ing should be carefully chosen.

Double-faced brush pants are vital.

Polypropylene underwear helps keep

you dry, and a simple wool or cha-

mois shirt will take care of the upper

torso. Since it's rarely cold when
hunting these birds and lots of walk-

ing is entailed, vests are preferable to

full hunting coats for carrying shells,

birds and lunch. Coats make you
sweat too much and restrict arm
movement as you swing on game. For

feet, wear polypropylene or wool
socks and a pair of waterproof boots

at least 8 inches high. If you don't

wear glasses normally, don shooting

glasses to protect eyes during the

hunt.

In spite of being strong, long-

distance fliers, woodcock are fragile

birds, brought down easily with %-
V/8 ounce loads of No. IVi, 8 or 9
shot. Twelve gauge guns are okay,

but 16's, 20's and 28's are better

suited to this delicate quarry. Chokes
should be open or at most, improved
cylinder. Anything tighter than this is

a distinct handicap, since woodcock
normally flush quite close. Typical

shots are at 10-30 yards. Short bar-

rels swing more freely than long ones

in the congested cover birds hang out
in; they also lend themselves well to

the quick snap shooting usually called

for.

With the proper clothing, guns

and loads, plus a knowledge of their

habitat preferences and an inkling of

when flight birds are likely to arrive,

you're ready to try for woodcock.
But what about dogs? Aren't they

vital? Not necessarily.

One of the things that discouraged

me a bit when I first set out to find

woodcock on my own was the insist-

ence of writers on the sport that dogs

were absolutely necessary to hunt
this bird. Woodcock are so tight-

sitting, the literature said, that the

canineless hunter would simply walk

by them without ever knowing they

were there. I found out rather quickly

that this simply isn't true. Excellent

woodcock hunting can be enjoyed

without a dog. Since the habitat pref-

erences of the birds are so specific,

you can pinpoint where they should

be fairly easily with a bit of scouting

and a rudimentary knowledge of

biology.

And once you've found good hab-

itat, sign will quickly tell you if in fact

birds are there. Look for pencil-sized

holes where the birds have probed
for earthworms, or chalky white

droppings about the size of a half

dollar. Ifthese "splashings" are dried,

the birds may have already moved
through. Ifthey're moist to the touch,

get ready for a musical flush. A
woodcock is likely near.

Once you've found a prime area

with fresh sign, flushing these birds

without a dog is not difficult. One of

the most important tricks is to pause

every 20 to 30 yards for 5-30 seconds

as you walk through cover. This

seems to unnerve the woodcock,
making them sense they've been

spotted by a predator and must fly or

risk being caught.

Working the habitat meticulously

is also vital. Without the aid of a dog,

you have to be more careful to walk

out every possible pocket that could

hold birds. When you hunt tho-

roughly, though, with lots of pauses,

the woodcock's tight-sitting attribute

actually becomes an advantage. It lets

you get that much nearer before they

flush, providing good close shots.

Keep in mind, too, that woodcock
seldom fly far after they're initially

jumped. If you're caught off guard

and don't get a shot off, or miss,

watch which direction the bird goes,

then walk that way and try to reflush

it. When you do drop a woodcock
while hunting without a dog, mark
the spot well in your mind so you can

walk straight toward it and pick up
the bird immediately.

With all this said about the effec-

tiveness of dogless hunting, it must
be admitted that the grandest wood-
cock sport comes when you trek the

woods behind a crackerjack setter,

Brittany or pointer. Woodcock hunt-

ing without a dog is better than no
woodcock hunting at all. But a canine

companion enriches the sport tre-

mendously.
Woodcock are ideal game for dogs.

They give off strong scent. They sit

tight. They aren't prone to flush wild

like a grouse, and they won't run like

a fleet-footed ringneck. It's true a few

dogs don't like the smell of dead

woodcock and won't retrieve them.

But if they will flash point fallen

game, that in itself is a major help.

With only a modest amount of

training, most dogs can do an ade-

quate job in the woodcock thickets.

Close working ones are best, because

the cover is often readily defined and

you'll have a good idea where the

birds are even before your four-

footed fi-iend finds them. What the

dog does do is pinpoint exactly where
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Masters at camouflage and known for their tendency to sit tight, woodcocks can startle even

the nwst alert hunter into missing a simple shot that presents itselfright under his nose; photo

by Maslowski.

the birds are—so you don't walk past

them and can prepare for their flush.

I've spent many delightful days fol-

lowing bird dogs that have run the

gamut of breeding and training. But
my fondest memories are of bright

October days trailing behind Bob
Beahm's keen-nosed Brittany spaniel,

Braxxy, and Walt Lesser's elegant

Ryman English setters as golden

leaves drift to the ground like confetti.

Nerves grow as taut as a bow string

when the dogs go on point and the

inclination is to simply stand there

and hold the scene frozen in your

mind as long as you can. Instead, you
force yourself to stride boldly in,

flush the bird crisply, then bag it with

a quick snap shot from the double

barrel. That's the way you're sup-

posed to do it, anyway. I seem to have

a storehouse of ways to flub up this

classic scene.

Once, trailing behind Braxxy I

walked up so close without a flush I

couldn't resist the temptation to look

down. There, a yard way, squatted

the tan and black bird. It was a

delightful sight, but I paid for it by
missing cleanly as the woodcock
erupted from the big grass and twisted

in a corkscrew pattern through the

grey hawthorns.

Then there was the time Walt let

two setters out of the truck, and

before we were even loaded, both

dogs went on point—each pinning

down a different woodcock. Bob and
I teamed up over one dog, and both

promptly missed when the bird

flushed. Walt salvaged us somewhat
in the eyes of the setters by downing
the other woodcock with a clean shot

from his 20 gauge. But there was no
need to worry. Many more points

were to come our way that day on
woodcock, with several bonus grouse

mixed in. Bob and I were given ample

opportunity to redeem ourselves, and

the game pouches would bulge by

day's end. Never did the hills look so

crisp, never were men and dogs so

fliUoflife.

Austin Jennings is a Virginia outdoor writer

who lives for hunting and fishing.
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Rfobbit over coals; photo by Maslowski.

From tlie

Field to the

Tables
The essential steps to properly

caring for your wild game.

by Joan Cone



Good game eating begins in

the field from the moment
game is shot. This means

that for game to reach the cook in

prime condition it must be handled

properly by the hunter. First, all

game animals, birds and waterfowl

should be field dressed as soon after

shooting as possible. Second, after

game has been field dressed, it should

be kept cool until it is either cooked
or frozen. Third, unless game is

wrapped properly for freezing, it can

be ruined by freezer burn which will

give it a "gamey taste." Game which
has been taken care of correctly

should never have a strong, distaste-

ful flavor.

Something else I want to stress is

that game should never be soaked.

Soaking in saltwater removes blood
and juices. This makes the game meat
dry. Old methods such as soaking in

vinegar makes your game taste just

like vinegar! Soaking before freezing

allows the meat to absorb water

which then forms ice crystals. These
ice crystals expand while freezing and
turn your good game into mushy
meat.

Now, what about hanging? In Vir-

ginia it is generally too warm during

our hunting season to hang game, as

the carcass temperature must be sta-

bilized between 35 and 40 degrees.

Temperatures above 40 degrees pro-

mote excess bacterial growth and
cause fat to turn rancid.

Having listed the general principles

for handling all game, let us proceed

to how these apply to big game ani-

mals, small game, upland birds and
waterfowl.

Big Game
Because Virginia can be warm dur-

ing our deer season, it is imperative

to field dress immediately. Always
carry a cooler with ice if you plan on
keeping the liver and heart. Place

these in a plastic bag and cover with

ice.

Deer should not be carried around
on top of a car or in a pickup to show
friends. After it is field dressed, take

the deer to where you are going to

butcher it. Hang in a cool place and

allow remaining blood to drain.

Skinning your deer will aid in the

cooling process.

If you must transport your deer a

long distance, skin it, remove fore-

quarters and hindquarters from the

backbone and pack in ice in your

cooler. Place ribs, tenderloin and
neck in iced coolers. When the meat
is iced well, you can leave it on ice for

a day before butchering. It would be

best to place these parts in a large

plastic trash bag before covering with

ice.

Since it is impossible to maintain

an outside temperature of 35 to 40
degrees, proper aging must be done
in a meat locker. However, freezing

does help age meat and make it

tender. You can place large pieces of

venison in plastic bags and keep them
in the refrigerator before or while

butchering. This will help age the

meat.

You should try and bone deer

meat, as the fat in the marrow will

become rancid even when frozen.

Also, by boning your venison, it will

be easier to wrap against freezer bum
and take up less freezer space. I find

that game meat keeps perfectly for a

year or more when first wrapped in a

heavy duty plastic wrap and then

either placed in heavy duty plastic

freezer bags or wrapped in freezer

paper with all seams sealed with 2-

10 VIRGINIA WILDLIFE



Developing your hunting skills to pmrsue game safely and kill cleanly is the

sportsman's first priority. The responsible hunter's second priority should he

the proper care ofgame. Above: photo by AustinJennings. Left: photo by Bill

Lea.

inch wide masking tape.

A new product, Freezloc, is excel-

lent for the first wrapping. It is not

only much heavier than other plastic

wraps, but it also adheres to itself.

After wrapping in plastic, large roasts

and rib sections will have to be
wrapped in freezer paper and taped.

Your steaks, stew meat and ground
meat can be weighed and wrapped in

plastic and then placed in heavy duty
freezer bags. It is best not to add any
fat to your ground venison until you
are ready to cook it, as fat will not
hold up well in the freezer. I have

successfully kept ground venison (no
fat added) wrapped as above for one
year or longer with no change in

color or flavor. Be sure to mark cut,

weight and date on each package.

Four 1-pound packages of ground
meat or stew will fit into a gallon-

sized freezer bag as will several pack-

ages of boned steaks.

Following are the pounds of cut,

trimmed and boned venison that I

had from butchering a six-point Vir-

ginia buck:

41/2 pounds teruierloin(3^ pound large

tenderloin and 1 2 ounce small one)

1 1 Y2 pounds steaks from 2 hindquarters

(each hindquarter weighed 1 3 pounds)

4 pounds (2 pounds each) shoulder pot

roasts

41/2 pounds stew rrxeat

1 1 '/2 pounds ground meat

Total ' 36 pouruis

In addition, I had two meals of

deer liver, five meals of soup from
the ribs and one soup meal from the

neck. Most of the outside meat from
the neck went into stew and ground
meat. An average deer heart will pro-

vide a meal for three.

In general, when cooking deer ten-

derloin, liver or steaks, do them
quickly and not past medium rare. If

overcooked, these cuts will become
tough. Deer roasts should be pre-

pared in an Oven Cooking Bag, a

Dutch oven, aluminum foil or any

other moist method which prevents

them from being too dry.

SEPTEMBER 1990 11



Small Game
Rabbits, squirrels, woodchucks

(groundhogs) and raccoons should

be field dressed at once. Otherwise,

you risk developing a strong gamey
flavor, especially if the intestinal area

has been punctured by shot. Be sure

and wear rubber or surgical gloves

when opening and skinning rabbits.

Gloves protect you against tularemia

(rabbit fever) and against bites from
fleas which rabbits and other fur-

bearing animals harbor year-round.

After skinning rabbits and squir-

rels, split them up the breast bone
with kitchen shears. Save rabbit

hearts, livers and kidneys and pre-

pare just like chicken livers and
hearts.

To portion a rabbit, place on a

cutting board and cut into the rear leg

at a point near the backbone. Bend
the leg back to pop the ball and
socket joint and then cut through the

joint to remove the leg. Repeat with

other leg. Remove front legs by cut-

ting close to the rib cage. Cut across

the back right above the loin or sad-

dle. The loin can be split along the

spine. When done you will have six

pieces of rabbit, the meatiest being

the hind legs followed by the saddle

or loin portion.

Squirrels can be cut in half behind

the ribs and no further cutting will be

necessary.

When dressing raccoons and wood-
chucks, remove as much of the out-

Rabbits should be field dressed at once. Don't

wait until you get home and risk a strong

gamey flavor in you meat. Also, normally it's a

good idea to wear gloves while opening and
skinning rabbits to avoid the risk ofcontracting

tularemia; photo by Maslowski.

side fat as possible. With raccoons,

remove the glands that lie under the

front legs and above the base of the

tail. Split and portion these animals

as you would rabbits. You will need a

heavy knife to cut through the thick

backbones. Small to medium-sized

raccoons and woodchucks are the

best for eating.

Before wrapping any small game
animal for the freezer, cut out any

badly shot areas. Rinse animal under

cold, running water and pat dry with

paper toweling. Using kitchen shears.

cut away any protruding or jagged

bones.

Wrap separately each piece of
these animals in heavy-duty plastic

wrap. Then place these in a heavy-

duty plastic freezer bag and mark
animal, number ofportions and date.

All these animals require long,

moist cooking to make them tender.

They all do well in a crockpot or

pressure cooker. If you wish to fry

rabbits or squirrels, unless they are

very young, you will need to parboil

them first until fork tender. You
might prefer to fry first and then

braise . . . either way will provide

tender, delicious eating. Squirrels can

be cooked in a pressure cooker, the

meat removed from the bone and
then substituted in any recipe which

calls for cooked chicken or turkey.

Upland Birds

To enjoy our Virginia doves, quail,

woodcock, snipe and grouse at their

best, you should field dress your

birds at the earliest possible moment.
In warm weather carry a portable ice

chest to speed cooling and protect

birds against spoilage during the trip

home. It is also easier to pluck birds

while they are warm, but this can wait

until you arrive back home.
I do notrecommend skinning birds

because what little fat they have is

right under the skin itself. Clapper

rails, however, should be skinned.

A: Cut into the rear leg of a rabbit at a point B: Bend the leg back to pop the ball and socket C: Remove the front legs by cutting close to the

r\ear the backbone, but stop cutting when you joint and then cut through the joint to remove rib cage and behirxd the shoulder blades,

come to bone. the leg.
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The proper care of game from the field to the table is essential to enjoying delicious \uild game dinners; photo by Maslowski.
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Your birds will brown better with the

skin and not be as dry eating.

Before plucking small birds, cut

off the wings which are difficult to

pluck and have little on them to eat.

After, plucking, all these birds should

be split up the back with kitchen

shears and completely cleaned out.

By removing lungs, blood clots and
badly shot areas, you eliminate

potential cause ofdisagreeable flavor.

Rinse under cold, running water and
pat dry. Cut off protruding or jagged

bones.

If you have room in your freezer,

you can freeze small birds in water in

plastic containers or milk cartons.

After the water is frozen, be sure the

game is completely covered with a

layer of ice. If not, add cold water and
refreeze.

A more convenient way of freezing

these birds is to wrap each one in a

heavy-duty plastic wrap and then

place them in a heavy-duty freezer

bag. This way you can defrost the

exact number of birds needed for a

meal. Mark the kind of bird, number
packaged and date.

Larger birds such as wild turkey

and pheasant should be gutted as

soon as they are shot. Keep a cooler

with ice in your car and chill dressed

birds as soon as possible.

After returning home, pluck birds

and clean out cavity well, removing

with your hand lungs and blood

clots. Cut out any badly shot area.

Rinse cavity with cold, running water

and drain.

These larger birds will freeze better

if first wrapped with heavy-duty plas-

tic wrap. You will need the extra wide

wrap. A pheasant can be placed in a

gallon-size freezer bag. Turkeys
should be double wrapped in freezer

paper with all seams taped. Mark
date shot and weight of bird.

Waterfowl

As with game birds, waterfowl

should be opened and cleaned as

soon as possible. Always bring a plas-

tic bag for holding delicious hearts

and livers which are excellent sauteed

or in pate. Keep this bag in an iced

cooler.

Plucking is a chore no matter how

'"^y

Respect the game you take from the wild with the proper care in the field and kitchen. Drake
mallard; photo by Mark F. Wallner.

you do it. Cut off the wings, as they

are difficult to pluck and have little

meat. There are some good machines

on the market which do a perfect job

of plucking. The skin of ducks and
geese will not split when plucked and
should be kept on to prevent dryness

during cooking. Also, the skin allows

for nice browning.

After plucking a duck, take your kitchen shears and

split it up the hack. Clean thjroughly and then wrap

twice, first in heavy plastic xirrap, then in a freezer

hag or freezer paper. Illustration by Pels.

After plucking, take your kitchen

shears and split all ducks up the back.

Remove all lungs and blood and
wash cavity well under cold, running

water. With geese, just place your

hand in the cavity to clean out.

Scoters, coots and other sea ducks

should be skinned. Then cook them
in a crockpot to eliminate their strong

taste.

All ducks and geese should first be

wrapped in a heavy plastic wrap.

Ducks can be placed in freezer bags,

while geese will have to be wrapped
in freezer paper and taped at all

seams. Very small ducks such as teal

can be frozen in water in containers.

Wild waterfowl should not be

open roasted but prepared so as not

to dry them out. Oven Cooking Bags,

aluminum foil, Dutch ovens or

covered roasters all do an excellent

job of turning out delicious meals.

Joan Cone has written several hooks on wild

game arui fish cooking. She lives in Willian\S'

burg.
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The Right Stuff
What does it take to become a good

sportsman? The participants in the Virginia

Hunter Education Championships are

defining it in exceptional skill,

conduct—and brains.

photos by Herb Foster and Virginia Shepherd

by Virginia Shepherd

It
was 94 degrees in the shade at

the Holiday Lake 4-H Center

in Buckingham County. Six-

teen-year-old George Felts ofNot-
toway, the nation's top young
hunter in the North American
Hunter Education Championships
last year, stood in a tree stand on
the archery course at the 1990

Virginia Hunter Education Cham-
pionships (VHEC) and let three

arrows fly. He missed the vital area

of the target each time. No points.

George just shook his head and

shrugged. Not even the heat could

aggravate him. Three coaches of

the Nottoway 4-H Shooting Sports

Club team gathered around the

kid known as "Eagle Eye" and
took a look at his bow.

"There's our brain trust trying

to figure out what happened,"

joked Mike Clifford, the 4-H
extension agent in Nottoway and
coordinating mentor of the club.

The coaches talked quietly

amongst themselves, checking the

sight pin ofGeorge's bow, looking

it over thoroughly for faults. It was
the equipment they mistrusted,

not their student.



The VHEC, having just celebrated

its 5th anniversary, is still untouched

by the nasty traits that sneak into so

many youth sports over time. You
won't see coaches tallying scores in

secret or any of the over 100 young-

sters participating in the two-day

event in tears over letting down their

parents, their team members or their

coaches because of a missed shot or

miscalculated compass reading. There

is no harsh edge to these champion-
ships.

"How'd you do, Kristi,?" Lewis

Williamson, one of the Nottoway
coaches asked after she completed

her archery round on one of the 10

stations.

"I didn't do too hot," she said.

"So, what happened?" teased her

coach. "You started out like gang-

busters."

"Yeah," said the 13-year-old Kristi

Martin who was entering the event

for the first time, "But, you know,"
she grinned, "The sight pin moved."

"We teach 'em well," laughed

Clifford, who has lead the Nottoway
team to four straight national cham-
pionships. "We teach 'em to blame
the sight pin or to explain that there

was no shot in the shotshell. What's
another one, Kristi?"

"The deer or the groundhog target

moved!"

Still, though Kristi may never run

out of excuses, her coaches insist that

she has come a long way in a short

time. She first picked up a bow last

October, and a shotgun not much
later. "So many things come natural

to her," says Williamson. "Take
shotgun. The hard ones, the ones you
really have to swing on, she's got

those down pat. She doesn't like

them easy ones."

Williamson explains Kristi 's suc-

cess simply. "She just had the 'want's

to' as 1 call it," says Williamson. "She
wanted to shoot. That's what makes
it." Williamson should know—he's

the proud coach and father of 14-

year-old Laura Williamson, who
came out of the championships this

year with the highest junior score.

His son, 16-year-old Matthew, made
the moment even sweeter when he

matched his sister with the highest

senior division score.

But, "wants to" is what seems to

tie these kids from 23 teams across

the state, ranging in ages from 8 to

18, together in this event.

"To me, this is the ultimate way to

motivate young hunters to learn all

they can about the skills they need to

become responsible and skillful hunt-

ers," says Captain Herb Foster, Hunt-
er Education Coordinator of the Vir-

ginia Department ofGame and Inland

Fisheries, and man responsible for

establishing the event in Virginia.

"The kids who come back every year

are more prepared each time. For

example, in preparation for the writ-

ten test, one youngster had read the

300-pageNRA Basic Hunter's Guide
(the manual on which the tests are

based ) twice. To me, that's the real

barometer of the success of the event

itself. It motivates kids to learn

more."

The North Carolina Wildlife Re-

sources Commission was the first

state to stage a hunter skills challenge

for youths. In 1984, The National

Rifle Association experimented with

a similar event in Maryland. "We
became involved in the planning of

that event," says Captain Foster. "In

fact, Sergeant Randy Grauer and I

developed the outdoor skills section

for it."

Having observed NRA's success

with the event. Captain Foster and
the rest ofhis hunter education train-

ing sergeants adapted theNRA activ-

ities guidelines to their own needs,

marshalled the support of the hunter

education instructor volunteers they

needed for pulling off the logistics

involved in putting on such an event,

and held their first Championships in

the summer of 1985 at the former

Izaak Walton Park outside of Rich-

mond.
The championships were an instant

success, with over 75 participants

from 15 teams. "I was sure that

something would go wrong," laughed

Captain Foster, "because it was the

first year we had done it. But, miracu-

lously," he says shaking his head in

disbelief, "We had thought of every-

thing."

Archery stations are set up to test the skills and

accuracy of the young hunters from tree staruis

and ground positions at varying unmarked
distances.

After five years of orchestrating

the planning of the event, which
includes the responsibility for accomo-

dations, meals, and supervision of

over 100 youngsters and at least the

same number ofvolunteers and game
wardens. Captain Foster believes the

event has more than paid off in terms

of its real goal—hunter education.

"We have a core ofyoung hunters

who have a much greater understand-

ing of the basics of hunter responsi-

bility and skills," boasts Captain Fos-

ter of the young participants. "I

would say these youngsters on an

average are considerably more skilled

than the average hunter."
•k ic -k

Fifteen-year-old Bo Atkins of the

Nottoway team takes the stand and
brings his bow up. Actually, he's

allowed to sit on this station on
account of the spinal bifida that has

handicapped him. "Now, he's our

leader," says Coach Williamson. "He
is all the way around. He's a super
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Above; Participants in the Virgi-

nia Hunter Education Champion-

ships test their skills on the .22 rifle

range in standing and prone posi-

tions, aiming at groundhog targets

placed at unmarked distances.

Left: With the help of over 100

volunteers and game wardens to

score ar\d orchestrate the event, the

Virginia Hunter Education

Championships accomplish their

goal: to increase the skill and

krvowledge and ethical conduct of

Virginia's next generation of

sportsmen.

kid." But the word "handicapped"

doesn't seem well-placed on the

handsome boy who comes out of the

compass test where he is required to

reach three points, given only the

bearing and the distance, with a per-

fect 100—a feat most competitors

with perfect control of their legs fall

short of by misjudging their pace at

175 yards or miscalculating the posi-

tion of one of three stakes carefully

hidden in the ground.

In fact, the skill of many of these

young hunters is enough to make you
try to work a deal with one of the

coaches to let the "old folks" sneak

out and practice with the team. Every

year the shotgun event brings on a

"shoot-off," and the fact that the

judges had to go from singles to fol-

lowing pairs to doubles to break the

tie for third place surprised no one.

Elizabeth Gathright, former president

of the Virginia State Rifle and
Revolver Association and interna-

tional handgun competitor, was so

impressed with the scores she graded

on the .22 rifle event that she

announced at the awards ceremony,

"Some of these scores are showing

me that soon you all are going to be

limited by your ammunition and

your firearms in this event—and you
will find this out as you shoot more.

You are getting that good!"

Still, the record-breakers of the

future are easy to spot, sticking close

by the "big boys." Ten-year-old Brian

Wootton peers out from underneath

a white cap emblazoned with "Not-

toway 4-H Shooting Sports Club"
that rests nearly on his nose, keeping

a close eye on his dad, David Woot-
ton. "This is the first year Brian has

participated," says David proudly,

grabbing Brian by the shoulders.

"He's on the all-star baseball team at

home and practices every night with

them. Then hismom takes him down
to the 4-H center in the morning to

shoot for a little bit. We're family-

oriented toward it all." Jokes Lewis

Williamson later, "The truth is that

David worked his tail off getting this

program going so that it would still

be working when his son got old

enough to compete on the team!"
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It's Saturday afternoon. One
o'clock precisely. Curtis Colgin was

just resting his feet and lighting a

cigarette, taking a break in the shade

and talking to his girlfriend DeeDee
Buchanan, who had volunteered to

key the scores from each event into

the computers at the registration site.

Curtis had accompanied DeeDee to

the championships that day, thinking

about relaxing and taking it all in

while she slaved away. Sergeant Jess

Sager, Game Department Hunting

Education training sergeant saw an

opportunity waiting. "Come on,

Curtis, let's go!" he said, pulling Cur-

tis up by the arm out of his most
comfortable position.

"But, I'm just taking a break,"

countered Curtis.

"No breaks around here. We've
got work to do. Let's goV DeeDee
just laughed as Sager, with Curtis in

tow, got on an ATV and zoomed off.

Earlier that day, Curtis had hitched a

ride with Sager who mentioned that

he needed some help on the shotgun

range. "What'U I have to do?" asked

Curtis cautiously.

"Don't worry about it. I'll tell you
when we get there," Sager grinned.

Halfway to the range, Sager stopped

and turned around. "Curtis," he

smiled evilly, "you really screwed

up."

But, that's all in the day of a shang-

haied volunteer. In actuality, though

all the volunteers were slaving away
in the heat of the June weather in

Appomattox, they still managed to

grin about it. "I've been here since

Wednesday helping to set up the

shotgun range," said one volunteer

without a bit of remorse. "And I'll be

here through Sunday."

Every year the volunteers and game
wardens sweating out the setup of the

event have plenty to do. Not content

to let the kids rest on the laurels of

their accomplishments, each course

is altered to make it more difficult,

more challenging and realistic to the

hunting situation. The rifle and
archery tests require the skill of the

hunter in estimating distance, since

none of the distances to the targets

are given. "A deer standing in a field

doesn't tell you how far away he is

from you," says Captain Foster.

"Neither does a groundhog or a bear.

There's no reason why we should

give the yardage to our hunters."

The shotgun stations are planned

each year to make them as close to

real hunting situations as possible,

with the help of experts in sporting

clays range construction, like Rick

Hunsucker from Chesapeake Cor-

poration. In addition, every year the

written tests are changed, putting a

twist on the mental challenge for the

young hunters.

Some of the teams, like Nottoway,
have a strong support group of par-

ents with five to eight coaches and
structured practices of up to three

times a week for over 20 participants.

Others aren't half as formal. For

example, the Strasburg team, coached

by Hunter Education Instructor

George Mason and his two sons,

brought up eight competitors this

year. "We start practicing in Febru-

ary or March on Saturdays," says

Mason. "We're a loose-knit group;

most of the kids are from the local

area and they just want to shoot and
have a good time. Anybody who
meets my standards as far as safety is

concerned can shoot with us. Plus,

attitude is a big thing with us." The
year before last, having gained the

points to take a team to the nationals

in Utah, Mason's team proved it had

the "right" attitude when it won the

overall Sportsman's Award, an honor
conferred on the team exhibiting

exemplary sportsman-like behavior.

The entry rules have been deve-

loped to make it easy to put a team

together. All you need is a group of at

least four youngsters who have com-
pleted the basic Virginia Hunter

Education Course to make up a team

ofjuniors (kids up to 1 5 years old) or

seniors (15-18 years old). Plus, many
teams may acquire extra team mem-
bers at the event itself when teamless

individuals from different counties

get hitched up together. Each team

member chips in $5, while the Game
Department's Hunter Education Pro-

gram foots the rest of the bill.

Still, the training for this event is

what makes the team. Not only must
the coaches hone shotgun, rifle and
archery skills, but they must work
the minds of these young hunters,

too. The championships include three

written tests: one four-page orien-

teering exam which demands exten-

sive map and compass-reading knowl-
edge—just for starters {Question:

What does BM designate on a topo

map?); the identification of 50 slides

of North American wildlife {with J

seconds to identify each one, including

the hard stuff—like gadwalls and gal-

linules); and a written 50-question

multiple choice, true/false test cover-

ing such topics as the parts of a fire-

arm {Question: What are the three basic

types of sights?); the migratory pat-

terns and natural history ofwaterfowl

{Question: A simple technique for accu-

rately identifying juvenile ducks is to

closely examine the tips of the bird's ???);

and hunter safety {Question: Are per-

manent tree stands safer than portable

ones?).

It was an amazing thing to watch

over 100 students sit down together

and take a test right after breakfast at

8:00 a.m. on Sunday morning with-

out spitballs, note-passing or talking.

This was serious stuff. Yet, there was

a remarkable sense of balance and

noblesse oblige in these youngsters

who spend most of their free time

practicing in their backyards—which

are usually fields or farms in the

country. Ask George Felts what it

meant to be the top kid in the nation,

and he'll just look around at his bud-

dies in the light blue shirts of the

winning Nottoway team and smile.

"Somehow I turned out to be on
top—but I really don't think there is

much difference between any of us."

He paused and shrugged. "Some-

body had a better day—anybody can

have a good day."

Spoken like a true sportsman.

Editor's hlote: hlottoway 4-H Shooting Sports

Club took the junior and senior division titles

at the VHEC this year, along with the top

junior and senior individual titles. One
month later they came home with national

honors, sweeping both the junior and senior

divisions at the hlational Hunter Education

Invitational in Mississippi.
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by Curtis Badger

Rabbit hunters speak a lan-

guage all their own. Ed Sav-

age and his assortment of

rabbit dogs have been on a high level

of communication for years, con-

versing in a language not taught in

schools. Kicking his way through a

greenbriar thicket, Ed yells "Heeeeee,

yuh, yuh, yuh, yuh, yuh."

J.R., a lanky hound the color of

oatmeal, tunnels through a mound of

honeysuckle. He responds with two
unenthusiastic bass notes. "A-roo,

a-rooo."

Deeper in the thicket, the other

dogs sing out. Sue Ellen with a high-

pitched bark. Tiny with a voice just a

note lower than Sue Ellen's. J.R.

ambles off to join them.

Ed leans his 20 gauge gun against a

cherry tree. The receiver of the gun is

buffed bright, its blueing worn away
by almost daily use during many sea-

sons ofhunting rabbits. Ed wears tan

briarproof pants, a bright red shirt,

and suspenders. His dogs begin sing-

ing and he cocks his head to listen.

"They still haven't got a rabbit

up," Ed says, shaking his head in

frustration. J.R.'s bass notes boom
through the morning woods, clear as

a foghorn. "That durn J.R.," Ed says,

stomping the ground.

Ed knows what those dogs are up
to. He knows they don't have a rab-

bit. Maybe it's an old trail. Maybe
they're trailing a deer. But it's no rab-

bit. It's as if those dogs were running

around out there with walkie-talkies.

"J.R. to base. J.R. to base. No rabbit

yet, but a deer went through here

about 10 minutes ago. I'm on the trail

over and out."

"You can't trust that J.R. ," Ed says

with as much affection as frustration.

"Now when you hear Sue Ellen,

that's when you know they've got a

rabbit. Sue's my jumper."

Soon, the occasional yapping of

the dogs ends, but within minutes

they open up again, this time with

enthusiasm, this time in full chorus.

Ed smiles and hurries forward.

"The rabbit will always come back

to the place it was jumped," Ed says.

"I don't know why, but they always

do it. The rabbit will come back to

the home place one time. Ifyou don't

get him then you probably won't get

him."

There are four of us, and we spread

out, covering what we imagine will be

the rabbit's trail. The dog music is

beautiful, full of passion. It's like lis-

tening to Mozart. I don't understand

all the nuances, but my ignorance

doesn't diminish the pleasure of

listening.

The dogs are moving and I concen-

trate on a spot well in front ofthem. I

listen to the dogs sing, and I listen for

the crisp sound of movement; I look

for a brown blur that will precede the

voices.

The rabbit moves nonchalantly, as

if it were in no great hurry, but the

undergrowth is thick, and I have to

shoot quickly. As I fire, the rabbit

disappears behind a mound ofhoney-

suckle, yet I'm fairly sure I hit it. It's

quiet after the shot, and I don't see

the rabbit emerge from the thicket. I
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''Different dogs

have different

talents and special-

ities. You don't just

hunt with a pack

of dogs. You hunt

with a team.''

imtWM

keep my eye on the spot and walk

over.

Behind the honeysuckle mound is

the rabbit, hunkered down, looking

me in the eye. I notice that the honey-

suckle mound covers a thick pine log,

which apparently absorbed my load

of number sixes. The rabbit is too

close to shoot, too far away to grab. I

kick at it and it disappears into the

folds of honeysuckle, vanishing in-

stantly, as if by magic.

"Heeee, yuh, yuh, yuh, yuh."

I try to imitate Ed, calling the dogs

over, hoping they will pick up the

scent. I see J.R. in an opening and call

again. He stops for an instant and
looks at me. "Heeeee, yuh, yuh, yuh,

yuh," I repeat.

J.R. gives me a look and turns

away. Communicating with J.R.

apparently requires more than mas-

tering a vocabulary. Soon, Ed is there

and the dogs follow, picking up the

fresh scent ofthe rabbit. They parade

off into the understory of a hard-

wood swamp, singing enthusiastically.

Some five minutes later a shot

rings out along the edge ofthe woods.

One shot means they got him, I think

to myself, feeling somewhat embar-

rassed because I should have had the

rabbit when it dodged behind the

honeysuckle mound. TTiree shots

likely means the rabbit got away, and
might be headed back this way. My
friend Bill Sterling, who had sta-

tioned himselfalong the field margin,

calls out. He has the rabbit.

Ed holds the rabbit over the dog's

heads, making sure each hound gets a

snoot-full of rabbit scent. "You have

to show the dogs you got the rabbit,"

he says. "Otherwise they'll keep on
hunting, following up old trails.

Doing this tells them that this partic-

ular hunt is over."

Ed stuffs the rabbit into his game
vest and walks off to the next thicket,

the dogs bouncing along at his heels,

standing on hind legs to get another

sniffof rabbit. As we enter the woods
the dogs get back to business, bulling

through greenbrier thickets like little

fullbacks, their noses searching the

morning air for fresh rabbit smell. Ed
and I kick thickets and deadfalls,

hoping to dislodge a dozing rabbit.

As we kick the brush, Ed talks about

the magic and mystery of rabbit

hunting.

Ed grew up on a farm on the East-

ern Shore of Virginia, and he's been a

rabbit hunter since he was a boy. He
works on the farm in the summer,
and in the winter he drives a school

bus for Accomack County and he

hunts rabbits. It's a handy arrange-

ment. Just about the time the soy-

beans are coming out in the fall, the

rabbit season is starting. Once the

beans are out and a cover crop is in,

there's not much more to do on the

farm. A few rainy day repairs, some
fence mending, but mainly there are

rabbits. So Ed drops off the kids

around 8:30 in the morning, picks up
three or four of his hounds, and
hunts until he has to be back at

school at 3.

Ed lives and works within sight of

Currituck Creek, a shallow, pictur-

esque bayside estuary that empties

into the Chesapeake. In winter the

creek is filled with diving ducks.

Canvasbacks and redheads move
around in tight flocks. Scaup raft up
on the water at the mouth of the
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creeks. And Canada geese commute
between offshore sandbars and the

farm fields, where tender winter

wheat is just beginning to show. But

Ed hasn't shot waterfowl in years,

nor does he care to. Ed's strictly a

rabbit man, and it's a sport he pursues

not just on Saturday but five or six

days a week. "If the wind isn't blow-

ing, I go," says Ed. "Usually I can

find somebody to go with me, but if I

can't I'll just get the dogs and go by
myself."

Ed keeps a kennel of about 10

dogs, although he hunts with only

three or four at a time. J.R., Sue
Ellen, and Tiny, the trio we're hunt-

ing with today, are probably his

favorites. "People can't believe that

J.R. and Sue Ellen are brother and
sister," says Ed, "but they were born
right in my backyard from the same
litter."

Sue Ellen is a classic beagle: brown
and black and built low to the ground.

J.R. looks as if a bassett hound once
swam a few laps in his gene pool. He's

lanky and loose-jointed. His ears

almost touch the ground.

"Sue is my jumper and J.R. is my
runner," Ed says. "You can't always

trust that J.R., but he's got a good
nose. Tiny doesn't say much, but

when you hear her you know the

dogs are on a good trail. She doesn't

say anything unless she's sure."

With one rabbit in the bag, the

dogs are eager to find another. Ed
picks up a dead tree branch and beats

the honeysuckle patches. The dogs

thread through vines and burrow
under greenbriar, noses to the ground.

"Got one right here," says Ed. Ed
hasn't jumped the rabbit, he's actu-

ally standing there looking at it. A
brown ball of fur against a brown
background of leaves covered by a

brown tangle of undergrowth. It's

just a few yards from where we
jumped the first rabbit. Ed calls the

dogs over, launches the rabbit with

his branch, and the chase is on again.

I ask Ed how he was able to spot a

rabbit amid such a tangle of under-

growth. "The secret is not to look for

the rabbit," Ed says. "You look for

eyes. You can't see the rabbit. But

you can see the eyes."
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Rabbits and beagles just seem to go together. Who would think of hunting one without the

other? Photo by Curtis Badger.

This time the dogs are close on the

rabbit's heels, and their barking is

steady and sure. "You can always tell

how close they are to the rabbit by
their bark," says Ed. "When they're

on fresh scent their bark is steady and
confident. If they're unsure, you can

tell by listening to them. That's what

I like about having Tiny along. She
won't bark unless she's sure she's on
a hot trail. When I hear Tiny, I know
the dogs are close. Different dogs

have different talents and specialties.

You don't just hunt with a pack of

dogs. You hunt with a team."

We spread out again, some of us

on the woods edge, some in the

thicket where the rabbit jumped. The
dogs follow the rabbit through a

wooded glade for about five minutes,

then we hear them turn. The cotton-

tail is on his way back to the home
place.

Ed is in the center of the glade, and

the rabbit is heading his way. I can

hear it. Or is it a sparrow rustling in

the leaves? It's the rabbit, and it's 25

yards to Ed's left. His gun comes up,

but the vegetation is so thick he can

get only a series of quick glances. The
rabbit is well ahead of the dogs now,

and it's not hurrying. Still, in the

middle of the thicket, Ed won't get an

easy shot. The rabbit appears and
disappears like a fast-moving mirage,

and each time it shows, it's a few

yards farther away. Finally Ed shoots.

"It tumbled when I hit it so it must
be in here somewhere," he says. He
had carefully marked the spot, but

there were only briar thickets and

dead leaves where the rabbit had

been. We spread out, looking for the

rabbit. Soon the dogs are with us.

J.R. is still singing—and they find the

rabbit about 20 yards away from
where Ed shot it.

By early afternoon we've jumped
five rabbits, gotten four, and we
decide to call the dogs in. Ed needs to

gas up the bus before picking up his

kids. The dogs, however, still want to

hunt, so we end the rabbit hunt with

a dog hunt. We put the guns away
and go into the thicket. Ed picks up
Sue Ellen and I grab J.R. as he

emerges from a honeysuckle tangle.

We carry the two dogs to Ed's truck,

and Tiny follows reluctantly.

Walking across the field with J.R.

in my arms, I'm reminded of what's

important about rabbit hunting.

Many aspects o{ it are enjoyable. It is

a challenging sport, demanding quick
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reflexes and a willingness to take to

the briar thickets. It certainly is

pleasurable to spend a day in the field

with friends, and it will be nice to

have wild rabbit for dinner tonight.

But rabbit hunting mainly is about

dogs, about independent, spirited

hounds bred to the chase. Rabbit

dogs, when you get to know them,

have wonderful personalities. They're

as different in temperament as they

are in voice, and each is an individual,

with individual strengths and weak-

nesses.

The focus of the hunt, it seems to

me, is not the rabbit, but the dogs.

photo by Lloyd B. Hill

The rabbit is there to make the hunt

possible, but the dogs are there to

make it memorable.

Curtis Badger is director of publications for

the Wildlife Art Museum of the Ward
Foundation in Marylarui and is a frequent

contributor to Virginia Wildlife.
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in Small Fields
by Steve Ausband

Find a smalls overgrown fields bordering some woodsy

and chances are you^ll have a memorable how season and
squirrel season and quail season and . . .
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photo by Shirley M. Whitenack

It's
just a small field and it's partly

grown-over, at that—maybe an

acre and a half, counting the nar-

row strip ofbeans, the weeds, and the

few straggling, chest-high pines. On
the west and south sides are mixed
pines and hardwoods, young trees

with plenty of tangled undergrowth.
It's pretty good cover for anything.

Most of the trees to the north and
east are big mast producers, white

oaks and hickories with some enor-

mous old beech trees. The hard-

woods are open and pretty, almost

park-like, but there is thicker growth

down toward the creek at the bottom
of the hill and on the southeast side,

where the oaks meet the young pines.

Hiat's where my stand is, 12 feet up
in an old persimmon tree, where my
face will be toward the prevailing

winds. For a bow hunter, it's just

about perfect.

For the first hour I see mostly

mosquitoes. They buzz in hungry
frustration around my headnet, and
occasionally one finds a thin spot in

my camouflaged shirt. Soon a little

breeze picks up; I feel cooler, and the

mosquitoes, having gotten either

bored or sated, leave. A stirring in the

leaves to my right and just behind me
gets my heart going harder. No use

turning my head; whatever is there

would just see the movement, and I

wouldn't be able to shoot a bow to

the right side anyway. In a minute the

leaves stir again, and this time it

sounds like a squirrel. Sure enough,

the squirrel moves around in front of

me, heading for something at the

edge of the pines. In another five

minutes it is back. This time it pauses

briefly on the base ofmy persimmon
tree, oblivious to my presence. Then
it hops away on some important

squirrel business.

"It's time," I think. When the

squirrels start moving, other game
does too. I have sat in this stand and
watched a little of everything come
and go between late afternoon and
dark. Sometimes a couple of wood
ducks come over right at dusk.

Always I see squirrels and a few

doves settling into the tall trees.

Often I can spot the covey of quail

that hangs out at the edges of the

field. Sometimes turkeys move into

the field; in the summer I watched a

hen with eight poults. I saw a red fox,

a big male, catch mice three evenings

in a row, pouncing on them as if he

were an overgrown cat. As far as I can

tell, the fox (or one like it) has been

using the field edge off and on for

four years, and so have the quail and

the turkeys. Maybe they have some
sort of treaty; more likely the fox has

a bountiful supply of mice, which are

easier to catch than quail.

There is a strip ofsoybeans planted

down the middle of the field, 30
yards wide and a hundred yards long.

Now, in mid-October, the beans are

still lush and green, untouched by
frost. There is a goundhog hole about
halfway up the strip, and the resident

has eaten an oval patch in the beans

near the hole. Elsewhere, the tops of

the beans have been clipped as neatly

as if by shears. The clippings are too

far off the ground to have been the

work of a groundhog. Deer browse
here, and that is why I have been
sweating and feeding mosquitoes.

In the middle of the afternoon the

strip ofbeans had glowed like a green

carpet in the ragged growth of the old

field. Now, as the shadows lengthen

and the sun slides behind the trees,

the field and the strip of beans

become a wavering pattern of lights

and darks, playing tricks on the eye.

There is still plenty of light left, I tell

myself. Maybe today they'll come
out in time. My eyes play over the tall

growth at the edges of the field.

Ears. Nothing else, just a pair of

ears. Then, underneath the ears the

pointed face of a doe, the black nose,

the fine straight line of the neck,

another horizontal line for a back.

One minute there is nothing there,

and the next minute there is a doe.

Seeing her is like seeing one of those

pictures ofswirls and circles and lines

that resolves itself into a portrait of

George Washington, and once you
have seen Washington you can't

imagine how you didn't see him
before. The doe takes three steps and

stops, head high, testing the wind.

She looks over her shoulder twice,

then moves into the field. In a minute

another deer appears in the under-

growth behind her. They move
together into the beans and begin

feeding. I cannot understand why the

sound of my heart hasn't spooked
them.

Heads up! The does look toward

the far end of the field, where three

more deer are moving into the beans.

At this distance, and with the tall

weeds behind them making shadows,
I cannot tell ifthey are bucks or does.

In a few minutes there are five deer
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feeding in the little strip of beans.

One of the first two is working my
way, but slowly. Fifty yards, now 45.

With a bow, I want it inside 30,

where I can be sure. Inside 20 is bet-

ter. The deer keeps coming. Forty

yards. Then she stops and looks
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photo by Bill Lea

straight ahead. A little buck, a four

point, steps out of the pine woods to

my left, between me and the doe. He
has no hint ofmy presence, as he and
the doe stare at each other. The range

is 20 yards. Unfortunately, it may as

well be two hundred. I cannot move
an eyelash, much less draw a 65-

pound compound bow. The doe is

looking straight at me, and any

movement will spook her, spooking

in turn everything else in the field

—

especially the buck.

I watch. They watch. There are six

deer within 80 yards of me, all in

plain sight, and one of them is pre-

senting a picture-perfect shot at 20
yards. I decide to sit back and enjoy

the show. At least my heart slows

down enough so that the persimmon
tree is no longer shaking. Then the

buck turns and slips back into the

woods, and, almost simultaneously,

the doe returns to the rest of the deer.

I grin, and I feel my muscles relax. It's

been an awfully nice show, even ifno
shot presented itself. I'll watch the

reruns in my dreams.

Five deer, including the original

two does, are still at the other end of

the field, and I settle down to watch

them during the few minutes of light

remaining. 1 hear something moving

iFwrwi^^^t

to my left. A squirrel? No, the sound
isn't right. It's the buck, circling back,

coming out to the edge of the woods,
moving one step at a time. He will

pass right in front of me. Fifteen

yards, but some brush is in the way.

Twelve yards. Ten, and now there is a

hole in the brush. I draw the bow.
This is not the first time. During

the four years I have owned the farm,

the little field has consistently pro-

duced deer. My family and I have

watched deer, photographed deer,

and, at least once a year, taken a deer

for the freezer from the edge of this

same field. We hunt other places,

too, but there has always been some-
thing special about this field. It's a

nice place to pass a few hours, if you
don't mind the bugs (or, later in the

season, the chill), and I know I have

about as good a chance of seeing

n.v'

game there as anywhere I know. The
field is small, food-rich, and shel-

tered. Deer are by no means always in

the field; certainly they don't always

come into the field before dark. But

they are always close by, slipping

around in the thick pines and under-

growth, or browsing on acorns in the

nearby hardwoods.

Deer like small fields. Big fields are

fine at night, and an occasional doe or

yearling fawn will venture out into a

50-acre field in the middle ofthe day.

Bucks do not get to be very old, how-
ever, by hanging around much in

open areas with the sunlight glinting

on their racks. TTiey usually wait

until well after dark to enter big fields

of crops, whereas they will stroll

comfortably across the right kind o{

small field—one half grown over

with scrubby bushes and rank vegeta-
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tion—almost any time ofday . They'll

cross it to get to woods on the other

side, they'll browse on tender growth
in the waist-high plants, or they'll

sample the beans or cover or what-

ever else happens to be planted in a

narrow strip down the center. Again,

they won't do it every day, and they

won't necessarily do it the first half-

dozen times I sit in my tree, but they

will use the field.

As a matter of fact, there is consid-

erable evidence that whitetails rely

very heavily on old, unused fields.

Studies published by the Wildlife

Management Institute indicate that,

although acorns are probably at the

very top of the list ofpreferred foods

for Virginia whitetails, the regenerat-

ing growth of an old field provides

some very attractive meals. Even in

the fall, when acorns and other fruits

photo by Rob Simpson

Overgrown fields, if managed prop-

erly, are home to more than just mice

and chiggers. Small and surrounded

by a variety of different habitats, like

hardwoods, pines, ar\d creeks, over-

grown fields can be a magnet for the

big bucks the bow hunter dreams

about, along with small game and
predators like a gray fox (pictured far

left) out looking for a nice rruxuse

meal.

make up about a third ofa deer's diet,

approximately half of what it eats

(green leaves, succulent twigs and

buds of woody plants) is found in

profuse quantities in old fields. A
typical field, one year after having

been cleared, produces from 1,000

to 1 ,500 pounds of herbaceous and
browse forage per acre. Three years

after clearing, the field peaks at 2,000
to 3,000 pounds per acre. In addi-

tion, the three-year-old field provides

superb cover for deer, since they are

understandably reluctant to venture

out into an area which looks like a

golf course. As pine thickets reclaim

the field, the cover remains good but

the forage available to the deer is

nearly insignificant (as low as 100

pounds per acre).

A deer has the diet of an opportu-

nist, but they seem partial to clover,

crowder peas (especially the ones in

my garden), soybeans, and other

crops associated with human beings.

Still, they browse most of the time on
young shoots, tender leaves, and the

buds and twigs of small trees. A field

at about the third year stage of

regrowth—even without a planted

strip in it—provides the equivalent

ofa gourmet restaurant for browsers.

There are vines, leaves, shoots,

twigs—all sorts of entrees for deer,

and everything gets plentiful sunlight

and remains low enough to be in

reach of the animals. Furthermore,

the growth is likely to be relatively

thick, affording the deer some mea-
sure of protection. A hunter or pho-

tographer placing a stand near a trail

in the woods near such an old field,

or perhaps at the edge, where he can

watch both field and woods, has an

excellent opportunity to see deer.

Small fields also offer food and
protection for other animals and for

birds. Quail and rabbits, especially,

find the combination of cover and
food crops, such as soybeans, an

appealing alternative to living in open
woods or at the edge of an immacu-
lately cultivated large field. Even in a

large field, though, leaving an "edge

of regenerating growth greatly en-

courages use by small game.

One way ofencouraging habitat on
a farm is to manage one or more
small fields specifically for wildlife.

Obviously, this won't work on a

farm where every tillable inch must
be devoted to agriculture. On many
family farms, however, there are one

or two small fields which once grew

corn or tobacco and which have since

grown over with brush and small

pines. On some farms, certain fields

are unused because the tobacco

allotment has been decreased or sold

off. Other fields might be simply

"worn out." If the field is five or six

years old, the pines will have begun

to shade out more succulent and
available vegetation, and the entire

field should be cleared. Once cleared,

the field can be maintained at a stage

most beneficial to all kinds of wildlife.

Rotational plowing is an easy way
of maintaining an old field at maxi-

mum productivity. Every winter, one-

fourth of the field is disced up, de-
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stroying all the old growth and pre-

paring for new vegetation. The field

can be divided into strips or into

checkerboard patterns, with one
segment being plowed each year, fol-

lowed by the adjacent segment the

next year, until four seasons have

passed. Then the first segment is

plowed again. The result is a striped

or checkerboarded pat-

tern of regrowth: new
ground, year-old vege-

tation, two-year-old veg-

etation, three-year-old

vegetation, and new
ground again. There is

cover, there is abundant

food for birds such as

quail (which Uke to feed

in low grasses), there

are areas in which the

young of the year can

be hidden from preda-

tors, and there is browse
everywhere. Rotational

plowing demands very

little from the person

managing the field; he

just has to break one-

fourth of his field every

year. Nature does the

rest.

Maintaining a crop

of supplement natural

browse is a little more
costly and labor-inten-

sive, but many people

think it worth the trou-

ble and money. The
important thing is to

remember that the crop

is only a supplement;

cover and natural
browse must also re-

main in the field. There should espe-

cially be plenty of cover around the

edges of the field. I have used corn,

soybeans, wheat, clover, and milo

(grain sorghum) as supplementary

wildlife food, and 1 have found clover

and soybeans the most satisfactory

from the standpoint of use by game
and ease of maintenance. Ladino
clover, planted in one-eighth to one-

fourth acre patches, is especially good
wildlife food, and the food is availa-

ble all year long. Furthermore, once a

clover patch is well established, it

need not be added to or reseeded for

about five years. Soybeans are an

annual crop, of course, but they pro-

vide enormous quantities of food
and even a degree ofcover all through

the summer months and into the fall.

Milo and winter wheat also provide

fairly long-lasting food sources, and
they are easy to grow. I find com too

For a bowhunter looking forward to the early deer season, an old field is a place to help

you remember how good it is to be part of it all—again; photo by Raymond Meloy.

expensive and too troublesome as a

wildlife food; it demands lots of fer-

tilizer and either extensive soil prepa-

ration prior to planting or conscien-

tious weeding. Beans provide more
food, need much less fertilizer, and
do quite well without being weeded.

Strips of shrub lespedeza or other

tall, thickly-growing vegetation are

particularly good for dividing a field

into smaller segments or cutting a

little corner off from a large field,

creating a small field for wildlife use.

Shrub lespedeza, which grows to a

height of six feet or more, provides

both food and cover for small game,
and deer use it as a runway to cross

fields where they would otherwise be
exposed. I have used shrub lespedeza

both as strip plantings to subdivide

unused fields or to cut off a comer
from a field in production, and as a

supplement to the cover of honey-

suckle and briars a-

round the edge of a

field.

Even an untended,

overgrown small field,

however, can often pro-

vide good hunting or

game-watching oppor-

tunities as long as the

regrowing pines and
other trees have not

gotten too large. While
deer hunters should cer-

tainly not neglect tradi-

tional stand sites such

as swamp edges, groves

ofmast-producing hard-

woods, and trails lead-

ing into feeding or bed-

ding areas, an ordinary-

looking overgrown field

can often provide more
reliable hunting than a

large field of even the

best food crops. Tracks

of a large buck in the

middle ofa 50-acre field

were more than likely

made at night. That
same buck might be

perfecdy comfortable in

the daytime munching
honeysuckle in chest-

high vegetation.

I know hunters who
build elaborate stands overlooking

fields large and level enough to

accomodate a landing by a jetliner.

Sometimes they get to watch as dis-

tant deer—usually does—come into

the field to feed. That's nice, but I

prefer the intimacy of a good growth

of hardwoods, or (best of all) the

up-close excitement and variety of a

small field. That, I think, is where the

action is.

Steve Ausbarui is the chairman of the Eng-

lish Department of Averett College in Dan-

ville, and is a frequent contributor to Virgi-

nia Wildlife.
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photo by Lloyd B. Hill

Everyone is caught up in the

aerial act, so to speak.

Whether in favor of the con-

cept or against it, people have an

opinion about climbing into trees to

hunt. Magazines and hunting suppli-

ers have gotten involved because they

promote the sale of a number of

types of commercial stands. Self-

climbers, portable stands, portable

ladders, and folding tree houses leap

off the pages like fish hooks after

lunkers.

It seems that the art of hunting

from the ground is fast becoming a

thing of the past. Hunting from a tree

might put the hunter in the position

to be out of sight and smell of an

animal, but personally I do not think

it is the most challenging ofpositions.

Ground hunting puts the odds more
on an even keel. Plus, the concept of

hunting out of trees tends to neglect

two segments of the hunting society:

people who are physically unable to

climb trees and those of us who
simply prefer to hunt from the

ground.

Of course, I do not mean to imply

that hunting from trees is always bad.

I do believe, however, that a lot of us

find hunting from the ground more
to our liking. Since I realized this, I

have used two types ofground stands

primarily. 1 use grapevines for bind-

ings and young oak poles for sup-

ports. I try not to disturb the natural

setting anymore than necessary.

Choosing the site for my stand is

the most important part of the pro-

cess. Years ago, I had an ol' hunting

buddy named John. John was a

mountain man of the first order who
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On the Ground
Getting hack to the art of ground

stands—with results,

by Tom Roseberry

had a philosophy about stand place-

ment.

"Boy," he told me, "you have to

know where animals run when they

are scared. You have to know where
the secret places are that they run to

where they feel safe and sheltered.

You have to know which way the

wind blows in the morning and which
way it blows in the evening. You have

to know where bedding areas are and
where food patches are. You have to

understand that tracks are nothing

more than indications of where
animals have been, not where they

are."

With that in mind, let's talk stands:

The Modified Teepee: You have

chosen the perfect little knoll from
which you can see the saddles of two
long ridges. You know that deer cross

there on their way to bedding areas

and that there is a good food supply

available for foraging animals. Tur-

keys use the area regularly. There is a

giant oak tree in the center of the

knoll and it leans slightly.

Begin the stand by selecting several

eight to 10-foot poles from the area

around your stand site. Harvest sev-

eral long pieces of grapevine to use as

bindings. Wrap these vines around
the tree several times loosely, leaving

enough room for the tops of the

poles to be inserted.

Insert the tops ofthe poles between
the vines and the tree and slowly

work the vine ring up the tree. Even-

tually, you will have a group of poles

that appear to be tied six or seven feet

up the tree. Spread the bottom of the

poles out, leaving a couple of feet

between each one.

Weave smaller branches between

the poles as a method of breaking up
your outline. When finished, the

whole thing will look like part of the

frame of a teepee, leaning against the

tree.

Over a period of years, I have piled

leaves and brush against the bottom
of my stand as a wind break. In the

event o{ rain or snow, the poles will

support a piece of plastic as a weather

shield.

It is possible to construct a variety

of seats for the stand. I use some
rocks that support a length of tree

bark. Old moss will serve as a seat

pad. Comfort is the name of the

game.

The Stump Stand: The key to this

type of stand is selecting a downed
tree or an old stump high on the side

of a ridge with good visibility of the

surrounding area. Begin by clearing

away an area in front of the stand of

all debris. The stump or log should

be considerably higher than your

head when you are seated.

Next, lay several poles across the

stump or log so that their ends extend

beyond the front several feet. Weight
the other ends with rocks, or heavier

logs. If you can find several pieces of

bark on neighboring downfall, lay

these across the outer ends of your

poles. These will shed water and pro-

tect you from bad weather. Be sure to

use bark or pine boughs for a seat.

Again, comfort is important.

These are only two types of natural

material stands that you can build.

All it takes is a little imagination.

Should anything about these stands

deteriorate, replacement parts are

close at hand.

Hunting from these types ofstands,

with my feet planted in the dirt,

brings back memories of the past. I

like to remember Old John and the

way he had of making things seem so

simple. He died a long time ago, but 1

think he would be proud of the fact

that his ideas about hunting stands

are still alive.

T. W. Roseberry, ]r. is an outdoor writer

living in Salem.
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Sea Turtle Exhibit at

Marine Science

Museum Unveiled

The Virginia Nongame and Endan-
gered Species Program was one of the

major contributors to the recently

completed exhibit "Virginia Sea Tur-

tles: Timeless Travelers" on display at

the Marine Science Museum in Vir-

ginia Beach. The goal of the exhibit is

to highlight the importance of endan-

gered sea turtles in our lives and the

precarious situation they are now fac-

ing in our oceans and the Chesapeake

Bay. The exhibit aims to educate the

343,000 visitors who visit the mu-
seum annually with hands-on
exhibits for children, including crayon

etchings of the different species ofsea

turtles, an exposed internal organs

display made out of fabric organs, a

wall display of silhouetted turtles that

kids can compare their size to, along

with a computer question and answer

sea turtle game, and a 3,000-gallon

tank with live loggerhead sea turtles.

Virginia's Nongame and Endan-
gered Species Program, administered

by the Virginia Department ofGame
and Inland Fisheries, contributed

$47,000 to the construction of the

sea turtle exhibit. The Nongame and
Endangered Species Program oper-

ates with contributions made through

the tax check-off on state income tax

return forms and individual dona-

tions. You can help us make more
educational, research and manage-
ment progress with this program by
using the gray card in this magazine to

make a donation to the fund, or by
simply sending your check to: Virgi-

nia Nongame and Endangered Spe-

cies Fund, Virginia Department of

Game and Inland Fisheries, P.O. Box
11104, Richmond, VA 23230-
1104.

Virginia Marine Science Museum Director Mac Rawls (left) hands ]eff Curtis, Virginia

Decpartment ofGame and Inland Fisheries' Environmental Education Coordirmtor (right)

a plaque of appreciation for the support of Virginia's }^ongame and Endangered Species

Program in the construction of the exhibit "Virginia Sea Turtles: Timeless Travelers."

Photo by Lee Walker.

National Hunting and
Fishing Day Festivities

Bring the family and help us cele-

brate National Hunting and Fishing

Day at the Department ofGame and
Inland Fisheries' Amelia Wildlife

Management Area on Sunday, Sep-

tember 23 from 12-5 p.m. Take a

shot at our popular sporting clays

range, watch hunting dog demonstra-

tions, walk through taxidermy and

decoy carving exhibits, brush up on
your boating skills at our boating

safety demonstrations, or just simply

enjoy a day of fishing on the lake and

in the outdoors. From Richmond,
take U.S. Rt. 60 west to Flatrock,

take a left on Rt. 622, a right on Rt.

604 to Mason's Comer. Turn right

onto Rt. 616, then right on Rt. 652.

From U.S. Route 360, take Rt. 604
to Mason's Comer. Take a left onto

Rt. 616, then a right on Rt. 652. We
hope to see you there!

Turkey Calling

Championships
In October

The 1990 Virginia State Turkey

Calling Championships will be held

on Saturday, October 6 at the 7th

Annual Virginia Hunting Show near

Richmond at The Showplace, 3000
Mechanicsville Turnpike. The con-

test is sponsored by the Virginia

Chapter of the National Wild Tur-

key Federation and Levi Garrett.

There will be senior and junior divi-

sions and you can register the same
day (Virginia residents only). Con-
tact Steve Fritton at 804/748-5980
evenings or Show promoter at

804/748-7529 during the day. D
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Dine High On Groundhog
by Joan Cone

Groundhogs or woodchuck,
hated by gardeners and farm-

ers, are much sought after by
marksmen who enjoy pursuing an

elusive quarry. Since these animals

eat nothing except green leafy

vegetable matter, their meat is tasty.

Small to medium-sized groundhogs

make the best eating.

It is a good idea to have the hunt-

er skin and clean out his own wood-
chuck. The skin, while not thick, is

very tough, and only the sharpest

knife will pierce it. Quartering a

groundhog calls for a meat saw or

very heavy knife, as bones are

extremely thick and strong.

Though the meat oi woodchuck
is more stringy than rabbit, it is

mild-tasting and resembles stewed

beef when cooked.

Menu:
Crockpot Sweet and Sour

Woodchuck
Herbed Potatoes

Yellow Squash Casserole

Sliced Tomatoes With
French Dressing

Plum Crisp With Lemon Peel

and Cardamom

Crocl;;pot Sweet and Sour
Woodchuck

J small to medium woodchuck, cut

into serving pieces

I /4 cup brown sugar

I /4 cup wine vinegar

I /4 cup soy sauce

1 1A cup chili sauce

Place woodchuck pieces in a

crockpot. Mix remaining ingredients

and pour over the game. Cover and
cook on low heat for 8 to 10 hours.

Makes 3 to 4 servings.

Herbed Potatoes

] /4 cup butter or margarirxe

I /2 envelope of onion soup mix

1 teaspoon rosemary

3 to 4 unpeeled baking potatoes, sliced

I /2'inch thick

Combine melted butter, soup
mix and rosemary; toss gently with

sliced potatoes. Arrange in a shal-

low baking dish, cover, and bake in

a 350 degree oven for 1 hour.

Makes 3 to 4 servings.

Yellow Squash Casserole

2 pounds yellow squash, sliced

I teaspoon instant minced onion

I tablespoon minced parsley

I egg, slightly beaten

I j4 cup milk

I /2 cup cottage cheese

1 /2 teaspoon salt

1 teaspoon sugar

1 14 cup finely chopped pecans

Parboil squash, drain and mash.

Add all other ingredients except

nuts. Place mixture in a greased 2-

quart casserole and sprinkle pecans

over top. Bake in a 350 degree oven
for 25 to 30 minutes or until top is

brown. Makes 4 to 6 servings.

Sliced Tomatoes With
French Dressing

Wash tomatoes. Plunge in boil-

ing water for 1 5 to 20 seconds, then

in cold water. Drain and remove
skins; cool. Place on lettuce leaves

with French Dressing.

French Dressing

2 tablespoons sugar

I dash each of salt, pepper, paprika

and Cayenne pepper

3 tablespoons catsup

1/2 cup salad oil

I /2 cup wine vinegar

I tablespoon water

Place all ingredients into a pint jar

following suggested order. Shake
well and store in refrigerator. Makes
1 Vi cups.

*Plum Crisp With Lemon
Peel and Cardamom

Fruit

4 cups (about 2 pounds) Italian purple

plums, cut into halves and pitted

I teaspoon lemon juice

I teaspoon finely minced lemon peel

1 /3 cup sugar

2 tablespoons quick-cooking tapioca,

ground in a blender

Preheat oven to 400 degrees. Butter a
2'quart souffle' dish. Mix the plums

with the lemon juice, lemon peel, sugar

and tapioca. Put in the prepared bak-

ing dish and let stand for 20 minutes.

Stir after 10 minutes to distribute the

ingredients.

Topping

I 1 12 cups quick-cooking oats

1/2 cup flour

I /2 cup light broum sugar

I /4 teaspoon ground cardamom
Pinch of salt

4 tablespoons butter, cut into small

pieces

In a bowl, blend all the dry ingre-

dients together with a pastry blender

or in a food processor, working the

butter into the dry ingredients until

crumbly. Spoon evenly over the

fruit mixture and bake for 25 to 30

minutes, or until the top is golden

and the fruit bubbles around the

edges. Cool on a wire rack for 10

minutes to allow the top to get crisp

and serve warm. Makes 6 servings.

*Recipe from Fresh Fruit Desserts:

Classic & Contemporary by Sheryl

and Mel London (Prenctice Hall

Press, 1990). D
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While-tailed buck; photo by Leonard Lee Rue, lU.

1990-91 Sportsman's Calendar
Here's all you need to make sure you don't miss any outdoor opportunities this

season! Order the 1990-91 Sportsman's Calendar produced by the Virginia

Department of Game and Inland Fisheriesand you'll be filled in on such essentials

as the opening and closing of deer season, the best times and days to fish, and
when to watch for peak bald eagle numbers on the James and Potomac Rivers.

Running from September 1990 through August 1991, this calendar is crammed
with useful information for anyone tuned into the outdoor life. Order your 12" x

14" calendar today! Send your $5 check for each calendar ordered made out to

the Treasurer of Virginia and send it to "Sportsman's Calendar Offer," Virginia

Department of Game and Inland Fisheries, P.O. Box 1 1 1 04, Richmond, VA 23230-

1 104, or use the handy gray card in this magazine to fill in your order. Do it today!



Give him a lifetime of hunting

Buy a lifetime iiunting license

For $250, you can give the young hunter in your fannily a lifetime license to hunt.

The money from these licenses is used solely for the conservation and manage-
ment of Virginia's wildlife—not a penny is used elsewhere! So, while you're giving

a gift that will last a lifetime, you're also guaranteeing the future of Virginia's

wildlife and wild places—and our hunting heritage. Don't wait! Contact the Virgi-

nia Department of Game and Inland Fisheries, P.O. Box 11104, Richmond, VA
23230-1 104 or call 1-800-252-7717 for details.



Habitat

Black Gum
by Nancy Hugo

For one of the first signs of fall,

look to the leaves of the black

gum. Chances are, you may be

stopped in your tracks by a single

scarlet leaf on the ground before

you've noticed the leaves on the

limbs. Sometimes the leaf on the

ground will be both red and green,

but no matter how little red it's

splashed with, it's always a pick-me-

up leaf.

Not only are the black gums among
the first of our native trees to change

color, their leaves are shinier than

those of other trees. Even when they

are green, the leaves of the black gum
look as if they've been polished. In

the spring and summer their oval

leaves are a glossy dark green on top

and paler green underneath. In the

fall (and sometimes earlier) they turn

the richest red in the woods.

For beauty, few forest trees can

match them, but for some reason the

black gums aren't widely recognized.

It's their lustrous foliage and early fall

color that are their most recognizable

traits, but their winter form is dis-

tinctive as well. Black gums have

straight tapering trunks, almost like

evergreens, and branches that form
horizontal or slightly drooping plat-

forms with twiggy sprays ofbranches

at the ends.

Black gums also have fruit that is

important to wildlife. Their blue-

black fruits or drupes are about Vz-

inch long and they're shaped much
like the fruits of dogwoods (dog-

woods and black gums are closely

related). These drups mature in the

fall, and songbirds, love to eat the

flesh of the fruit. Black gum fruits,

which often drop to the ground not

long after ripening, are also among
the favorite foods of wild turkeys.

Other wildlife that relish them include
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wood ducks, robins, pileated wood-
peckers, mockingbirds, brown thrash-

ers, thrushes, flickers, and starlings,

black bear and foxes. White-tailed

deer and beaver feed on other parts

of the plant, and bees love the green-

ish spring flowers.

The name "black gum" probably

refers to the tree's blackish bark.

Some people also know the black

gum by its Indian name, "Tupelo."

Another of the black gum's common
names is "sour gum" which refers to

the flavor of the fruit. In the North-

east, the black gum is known as the

"Pepperidge tree," and the Peppe-

ridge Farm bakery gets its name from
the huge black gums found on the

Connecticut estate where the original

bakery was founded. The black gum's

botanical name, Nyssa sylvatica, was
applied by the Swedish botanist Lin-

naeus who named this water-loving

genus for the water nymph Nyssa.

Black gums do like low moist areas,

especially in the southern part of

their range, but you will also find

Black gum; photo by Rob Simpson.

them in uplands and on mountain
slopes in Virginia and northward.

Actually, the black gum adapts to a

wide variety ot growing conditions

which makes it as good an ornamen-
tal tree for a naturalized area of the

yard as it is a forest tree. It will grow
in sun or part shade and is almost

completely disease and pest free. The
only thing it doesn't like are heavily

polluted areas. It's probably not used

as an ornamental more often because

it has a taproot that makes it difficult

to transplant, but small nursery stock

balled and burlapped in early spring

should succeed.

The only bad word I've ever heard

said about black gums has to do with

the properties of the wood. Evidently

black gum has an interlocking grain

that makes the wood notoriously

hard to split. Early farmers who tried

to split it for fence rails despised it,

but as long as you're trying to grow a

black gum up instead of cutting it

down, it's a wonderful tree to get to

know.
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Whirling Winds Bash Boats

by William Antozzi, Boating Safety Officer

On Friday, May 4, 1990 at

about 10 p.m., a tornado

ripped through the Seven Springs

Marina on that part of the Appomat-
tox River known as Lake Chesdin.

Boats, homes and trees fell victim to

the twister's power.

Trees, some of which were over

four feet thick, were twisted like pret-

zels and uprooted. Homes and other

structures lost their roofs and some
nearby buildings were completely

demolished. Vehicles were over-

turned and one trailerable mobile

home was rolled over three times.

The tornado did not spare the

boats. One 24-foot catamaran was
completely wrecked, one was cap-

sized in the water and two were flung

up against trees on the bank. A runa-

bout was deposited far up on the

shore and its outboard motor was

found about 60 feet away. Another
was thrown into the woods.

One 24-foot vessel was plucked

from its slip and dropped upon
another 2 1-foot boat, smashing every-

thing above the waterline, then was
picked up again and dumped cross-

ways on top of the pier upside down.
Almost all vessels with any vinyl or

canvas had the material ripped to

shreds. Some deck hardware was
torn out.

Most vessels which had been tied

in the slips with good heavy line

received little damage, but those tied

with thin, cheap line were out ofcon-
trol. Long lines took the shock all

along their length and absorbed the

extreme pull as the line stretched.

Short lines snapped; even the heavy

ones. Those vessels which had long

lines running in every conceivable

direction came out best.

Boaters who had used the marina

for 25 years or so said they had never

seen storm devastation like the latest

one which wreaked such havoc. They
admitted that they had become com-
placent about securing their vessels.

The need to tie securely took time

and effort which did not seem to be

required. However, the unexpected

happened and most were not ready.

There were lessons learned. When
vessels are left alone, the hatches

should be battened and substantial

nylon line should be used. The boat

should be tied to all neighboring pil-

ings, piers, and any other stout object

which would help hold them in

place. Deck hardware needs to be

through bolted with stainless steel

bolts to heavy rustproof plates below

decks. The hardware needs to be

tested occasionally to ascertain that it

has not loosened. Pier cleats should

also be checked. Dock lines should

be tested frequently and replaced

when weakened by age and use. Boats

must be visited often to insure that

they are secure.

Hunter Education Courses Offered

Don't be caught in the woods this

year without your hunter education

certification! All first-time hunters

and anyone from the ages of 1 2 to 1

5

years old must complete an approved

hunter education course before he or

she can purchase a hunting license.

Any hunter 16 years old or older will

be exempted if they have held a hunt-

ing license previously. But, don't

panic! The Virginia Department of

Game and Inland Fisheries with the

help of its many certified volunteer

hunter education instructors, offers

free hunter education courses through-

out the state. Call the hunter educa-

tion training sergeants listed right for

registration information.

Deep Creek Office

Sgt. Diane Thompson
(804) 683-2868

Vinton Office

Sgt. Mike Ashworth

(703) 857-7704

Marion Office

Sgt. Harry Street, HI

(703) 783-4860

Staunton Office

Sgt. Jess Sager

(703)332-9210

Fredericksburg Office

Sgt. Randy Grauer or Sgt Rex Hill

(703)899-4169

Richmond Office

1-800-252-7717 or (804) 367-1000
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